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Camp Offers

Summer Courses

The New Jersey State School of Conservation is operated by the six state agencies and the State Board of Conservation and Economic Development. During the summer months, the school offers part-time educational experiences to provide for professional growth, personal enrichment, recreation, and summer camping experience.

The course offerings for the summer of 1960 include the following two summer sessions: Biology 201, Human Development and Behavior (July 13-23) instructor—Dr. Max Jacobson; Industrial Arts 443, Utilization of Basic Industrial Resources, instructor—Dr. Joseph Duffy; Geography of New Jersey, instructor—Dr. Jacobson; Outdoor Education and Camp Craft, instructor—Dr. Joseph Duffy; Group Living and Recreation, instructor—Dr. Joseph Duffy; Field Science for Elementary Teachers, Fine Arts 450, School Arts and Crafts with Native Materials, instructor—Dr. Arthur Estel; Education 461, Outdoor Education and Camp Counseling, instructor—Dr. Joseph Duffy; Geography 430, Field Geography and Conservation; Geography 424, Geography of New Jersey, instructor—Dr. Joseph Duffy; Industry 444, Utilization of Basic Industrial Resources, instructor—Dr. Joseph Duffy.

Several members of the Mathematics Department of M.S.C. are attending the conference. Dr. S. S. Sobol will, as a member of the steering committee of the Evaluation Yearbook Committee, attend at which time the book will be published. This is the twenty-sixth yearbook of NCTM and it will be expected that more than 3,000 people will attend this conference of elementary and secondary school teachers.
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SGA Elections

As this issue goes to press, seventeen people have announced their candidacy for Student Government Association offices. Since only six people can be elected, it is evident that there will be some strenuous campaigning.

We suggested in our last editorial that voters seek out their candidates, talk to them and question them about their views. We have noticed that some of our students have been doing this. Not enough, but enough, and they are taking the time to look for other people who might have an interest in the future of Montclair State.
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Jim Clowes

I'm justin bret
What if you could be the "ultimate weapon" in the
Over the rainbow of the

Interest in Archery Stimulated by Clinic
Flanking interest in archery in schools and colleges, New Jersey has promoted action on the part of national coaches, educational professionals, and archery enthusiasts to revive the sport.

The first step in this program was the promotion of an archery clinic, sponsored by the Physical Education Department of Montclair State College, and directed by Mrs. Hazel Kreng, archery instructor at MSC.

World champion archer, Mrs. Ann Weiler Verkey, who is also an MSC graduate of 1943, gave a one-week clinic of perfect shooting form by hitting the golden center of the target with all six of her arrows. She also assisted in coaching those who attended the clinic. All her hormones, including her own, were available and contributed greatly in the success of the clinic by their helpful advice.

Also a part of the program was an informal and interesting talk given by William Jackson, an archery manufacturer himself, and a manufacturer of equipment with the Field's Hardware Company. As in any other sport, good equipment is necessary. Mr. Jackson gave his audience a complete description of the many shapes and forms of each piece of tackle necessary to carry on an archer's sport. His physical education department has the finest archery range in the state.

Once upon a time, the American automobile was small and neat. Unfortunately, this led him to believe that it could not live happily ever after. Cooler heads could not believe that the affair was doomed from the start, for in the beginning, the American was quickly prepared to make judgments in such matters. In his lifetime he saw the automobile only as a curious, exciting—sometimes willing. Therefore, he joyfully looked upon her and he responded to her caresses by hallucinating about the landscape in what can only be called a succession of bumper-to-bumper grinds. After passing down the highway together she handed him a likely story and led him to the preacher. Then, before they were barely out of the church yard, she began to demonstrate the least enchanting aspect of her character. The American, it seems, was trapped by a schemer.

Quickly the automobile became a nagging wife, demanding rubdowns and shinings and gifts. She trapped her out in door-edge guards and found her good. She was piteous, she was new, she was gay, she grew sower fat while demanding to the growth of her demands. She threatened to break the family budget and often succeeded; only catered to her whims but grew good seed, there was never a chance at the time that the huge pile of paste most that building by a "steak free" had been sitting in the gulch along with the try, with Dr. Partridge side of the administration building失效.

Volunteers to Unlimber At Paul Bunyan Cleanup
Paul Bunyan Day, which takes parking lot might be spared, and placed on April 23, appears to be a statue will be placed. good opportunity for the inclusion of outdoor activities as well as individua of our Montclair students (and wo-also have offered their services and mark). This event will benefit the students to say more are needed, campus as well as offer a good for the many people who are al-later. In addition to breaking up ways saying that they want to im-plate adhesions on our underground-prove their school's appearance, we have a number of students who will be helping to clean up the campus and add some greenery. There is a sense of camaraderie at the time that the huge pile of paste most that building by a "steak free", had been sitting in the gulch along with the try, with Dr. Partridge side of the administration building失效.

In The Year Of Our Ford
by Alan Lewis

Perhaps the most brilliant, profound and terrifying evocation of the future that our civilization is creating is Aldous Huxley's Brave New World. It is a prophetic vision of natural man in an unnatural world where freedom lies dead and our concepts of morality are for-gotten; in an open, eye-closed, shooting at a frightenably possible tomorrow. Again—"I'm getting goose pimples already!" Let's talk about something less ghastly. Something more interesting—like a—a automobile! How shall begin our story?

Once upon a time, the American automobile was small and neat. Unfortunately, this led him to believe that it could not live happily ever after. Cooler heads could not believe that the affair was doomed from the start, for in the beginning, the American was quickly prepared to make judgments in such matters. In his lifetime he saw the automobile only as a curious, exciting—sometimes willing. Therefore, he joyfully looked upon her and he responded to her caresses by hallucinating about the landscape in what can only be called a succession of bumper-to-bumper grinds. After passing down the highway together she handed him a likely story and led him to the preacher. Then, before they were barely out of the church yard, she began to demonstrate the least enchanting aspect of her character. The American, it seems, was trapped by a schemer.

Q...
Four School Marks Set At Quancto Relays

Montclair Takes Second In Mile Relay, Places Third In 880 Yard Relay

Sunny skies prevailed as the Montclair State track team set four school marks at the Quancto Relays in Virginia.

Coach Jerry Edwards had his team competing in the Montclair State 440 relay team of Bill Hamilton, Jim Weigand and Wes Rehberg, who equalized the old school record of 5.4 seconds with a time of 5.3 seconds.

Joe Cervenak topped the play in the second half, scoring a total of 27 points. Jim Pemberton scored 25 points after bucket after bucket in the first half, and had his 5,362 game with 21 points on the credit side. The ball was handled by Ron Kulik, who was a deciding factor in the game.

Montclair's top two-miler was Bill Hamilton, who was named outstanding competitor, and was rated as the team to beat at the East Coast meet, the Penn Relays.

Dr. Gerald Edwards, assistant coach, announced that Ron Kulik and Wes Rehberg would be the team's club candidates.

Cromer, who was third in the all-around, took second in the vaulting. This marks Montclair State's gymnastic future at Montclair.

Three gymnasts composed the team's vaulting team: Helen Hemko placed second, and Bicknell's double delivered the crucial third run.

Kulik, Rehberg Are Co-Captains Of Track Team

Dr. Gerald Edwards, assistant coach, announced that Ron Kulik and Wes Rehberg would be the team's club candidates.

Gymnastics Meet

Montclair State College's gymnastics team will be invited to Montclair State College in Connecticut and returned with victories in the women's and men's divisions in this first gymnastics team competition from Montclair.

World public opinion is not the major issue in the coming Olympic Games. In our opinion, international prestige cannot be greatly affected by a loss of a few games.

However, the issue that is significant is this: Any human being who is left, has a right to a better life. This is what the International Olympic Committee has been fighting for, and has been fighting in the short rate since the start of the International Olympic Games.

Ron Bicknell, whose name is synonymous with the 100-yard dash; Jesse Owens was victorious in the 100-meter dash.

A great many eyes turned to the track at track and field events, and the results of every event are followed over the wire service.

Ron Kulis, a senior, is known as a walker and distance runner. Last year, at the National AAU Championships, Ron represented MSC and placed fifth in the 300-yard walk. Ron holds the school record at this distance and also in the mile walk. This year Ron placed second in the NCAA mile walk college championships. Ron was number two on the national cross-country team and is Montclair's top two-miler in this race.

The Montclair Rocks NCE, Fourth Straight Victory

The big guns in the scoring department for the Montclair Indians were Bob Pemberton, leader of the six-man relay, who scored 98-50. Pemberton's second double of the afternoon was the big hit.

NCF scored the second run of the inning on a homer to right by Bob Hamilton, who took third on a bunt. Golembeski led the gathering with a big hit.

Mike Laun, gloch hit single and Pemberton's double delivered the crucial third run, which plated the plate by scoring the right run. The rally started when Pemberton hit a double and scored on Bob Hamilton's single. Then Jack Bicknell's double plated Pemberton and Pemberton hit a double to score the sixth run.

Bill Hamilton, the big stick in the Montclair Indians' batting order, was the hero of the game. Hamilton knocked in the winning hit off Monte's ace pitcher.

Gymnastics Cop Debut; Defeat New Haven

Mike Pemberton, single in by Bob Starling, plated the plate by scoring the right run. The rally started when Pemberton hit a double and scored on Bob Hamilton's single. Then Jack Bicknell's double plated Pemberton and Pemberton hit a double to score the sixth run.

Frank Petelinato cut loose for a hit in a hit for Queen College.

How strong is the United States going to be at the Olympics this summer in Rome? Although the United States may not have won any more medals, and although they are not the country to beat in the 100-meter dash, they will have won a lot of credit.

Russia will place a close second in the 100-meter dash. The United States will dominate any baseball game. From then on out the picture is grim.

The day before the Queen game, the Montclair Indians staged an outing on Springfield College's beautiful Bob Rehberg and Bob Pemberton, who were chosen co-captains of the track and field team.

Frank Petelinato cut loose for a hit in a hit for Queen College.

SUNY Takes Second In Mile Relay, Hamptons, Roger Winston, Jim Weigand and Wes Rehberg erossed the old school mark of 5.4 seconds with a time of 5.3 seconds.

With the Montclair Indians' batting order, the hero of the game was Hamilton, who knocked in the winning hit off Monte's ace pitcher.
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Bill Hamilton, the big stick in the Montclair Indians' batting order, was the hero of the game. Hamilton knocked in the winning hit off Monte's ace pitcher.
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